[Effects of cardiac and renal disease on clinical pharmacokinetics].
In this oral presentation, the author emphasized the need for individualization of drug treatment, reviewing the most known factors of variability in drug response. The importance of studies of clinical pharmacokinetics was focused. The main parameters for a judgement on the efficacy and virtual tolerability of a medicine, on the basis of its sequential concentrations in the blood after administration, were briefly outlined. The influence of congestive heart failure on the volume of distribution, systemic clearance, elimination half-life and bioavailability, was discussed. The changes that renal failure makes in drug elimination were equally presented, having been pointed the modification of protein binding, volume of distribution, and hepatic elimination. A selection of eight clinical cases was summarily presented, to illustrate the important contribute that can be afforded to practice by pharmacokinetics. The dosing of aminoglycosides and of other drugs with narrow therapeutic ranges was evaluated through some of the examples. A case of complex interferences of heart failure, renal failure and therapeutic hemoperfusion on the kinetics of an antibiotic drug was included. Two cases of intoxications (phenytoin and theophylline), whose management has been greatly improved by repeated drug dosing in blood, were discussed, too. A special call of attention was made to the need the currently practicing physician has of being aware of kinetic characteristics of the drugs he prescribes, and of how can disease modify the body fate of those medicines, and their therapeutic and nontherapeutic effects.